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The situation today …

• Efficiency, environmental sustainability, and safety are not at the necessary levels in the maritime transport domain.

• To reach an acceptable level and increase both economic and ecologic situation we need better:
  • collaboration
  • situational awareness among involved actors
  • interoperability between systems and actors
  • innovative digital services

• … and lower barriers for service providers to enter the market of sea transports
Sea Traffic Management offers

• digital service providers to engage in an emerging community
• by the utilization of
  • standardized messaging formats
  • standardized interfaces
  • operational and technical guidelines
• where different actors will necessary take different roles in this emerging ecosystem
• to provide the maritime community with innovative services that provide value of sea transports as an integrated part of the global supply chain
A few words about us…

- Established February 2017 as an impartial company allowing everyone to connect
- HQ Located in Limassol, Cyprus
- An inspired team of Industry experts
- Run and manned by people with a long and established experience in the shipping industry with an extensive network of contacts and affiliations
- Associate partners of STM Validation Project
- Provide an impartial and **interoperable** platform
- Signed **MoU agreements** and collaboration contracts with global Industry leaders, governments and organizations.
MarineFields offer to the Industry

• bridges the gap between the domain of **e-navigation** faced by ships and shipping lines and **e-logistics** faced by ports

Offers:

• **connectivity** to **ships** and **ports** through its cooperative network of industry partners.

• a **digital collaboration platform** for all sizes of active ports for coordinated port call operations utilizing the network effects of sea transports

• a **marketplace** enabling the launch of new digital services and enhancements of existing systems becoming connected to the **global world of sea transports**
MarineFields offer to the Industry Cont...

• brings new **business opportunities** to the **global** maritime sector based on enhanced **connectivity** and **data sharing** environments to ...

• empowers **ports** as **intermediaries** in the **global supply chain** to provide **value** to **transport buyers**

• provides **competitive advantages** for **ports**, **port call actors**, and **shipping lines** to stay and develop
MarineFields & STM Validation Project:

- STM/PortCDM as a supporting proven **business cases**
- STM/PortCDM as a validated **concept**
- guidelines by the **International PortCDM Council**
- the STM/PortCDM strong **international** awareness, network and recognition
Latest News: MarineFields just released a neutral digital collaboration platform based on the PortCDM concept with capabilities to host a market place for maritime actors to connect and share data and for industry actors to join, innovate and provide applications!

Thank you – Questions (?)

Contact us at: www.marine-fields.com - info@marine-fields.com